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It has been over 50 years since I spent my summer's aboard the J.L. Stanley and
Sons. So much has changed in that brief period of time that it seems like a
distant past. Gone are the bountiful fish and invincibility of the oceans. Greatly
diminished is an industry that formed communities and supported generations.
Gone is a way of life that now seems so innocent. Children never moved so far
away and genuine familiarity with our neighbors was common. The language
itself was kinder and gentler in the spoken word.
Serves as a reference guide for any student interested in the modern history of
Spain and Portugal. This work contains a concise narrative history, a chronology,
and an A-to-Z encyclopedia covering significant people, places, events, and
issues in Spanish and Portuguese history.
A comprehensive resource for hands-on pursuits in everyday and less-common
areas features updated advice on topics ranging from going green and selling a
home in a down market to job hunting in a challenged economy and traveling on
a budget. 50,000 first printing.
One-hundred forty-three generally philosophical essays written by Gary C.
Gibson. The journal of philosophy presents the author's eclectic interest in string
theory, renewable resource economics, U.S. politics, neo-Platonism, Christianity,
cosmology, genesology, epistemology and metaphysics.The readings in works
by W.V.O. Quine, Kripke, Gasperini, Plotinus and Biblical cosmology, along with
much contemporary event analysis, comprised construction element-points of
several of the philosophical essays written here.
This lively and accessible exploration of the nature of mathematics examines the
role of the mathematician as well as the four major branches: number theory,
algebra, geometry, and analysis.
There is nothing placid about San Francisco Bay. Its raucous waters have hosted
brutal storms, daring rescues, horrendous accidents, and countless hours of
drama and tension. Captain Paul Lobo knows that better than most people. As a
licensed harbor pilot in those treacherous waters, Lobo captained nearly 6,500
boats in a thirty-one year career—everything from mega-yachts to the USS
Enterprise to the Love Boat. Each trip tells its own story, and Lobo shares many.
Here readers will find gripping, tense adventure stories, all well told. Reading
Crossing the Bar is like being on the rolling bridge with Lobo. Here are tragic
deaths and lives saved, inspiring rescues, devastating storms, and the infamous
and horrendous oil spill after the Cosco Busan rammed the Oakland Bay
Bridge—which resulted in the first imprisonment of a maritime pilot for making an
error. Readers will also find a December sea rescue Lobo assisted with in
hurricane strength winds and monstrous seas. Without Lobo’s pilot boat and its
crews’ supreme effort, the ship they saved would have foundered on the rocky
Marin County, California, coastline with the loss of all hands. Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to publish a broad
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range of books for readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro
football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have
a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team
sports, we also publish books for a wide variety of athletes, including books on
running, cycling, horseback riding, swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping,
hiking, aviation, boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed
to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other
publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
A companion to Mathematical Apocrypha (published in 2002) this second volume
of anecdotes, stories, quips, and ruminations about mathematics and
mathematicians is sure to please. It differs from other books of its type in that
many of the stories are from the twentieth century and many about currently
living mathematicians. A number of the best stories come from the author's firsthand experience. The writing is lively, engaging, and informative. There are
stories the reader may wish to share with students and colleagues, friends, and
relatives. The purpose of the book is to explore and to celebrate the many facets
of mathematical life. The stories reveal mathematicians as intense, human, and
sympathetic. They should resonate with readers everywhere. This book will
appeal to students from high school through graduate school, to faculty and
mathematical scientists of all stripes, and also to physicists, engineer, and
anyone interested in mathematics.
Real-time, interactive ship simulators limped onto the scene, in the wake of flight
simulators, some years ago. The maritime industries have a long history of
conservatism, but this is now changing rapidly. The information age has also
swept over ships and shipping, and has been taken to heart to such an extent
that, for example, flight simulators now cooperate with ship simulators and import
useful new concepts and methodologies. The more than 50 papers contained in
this book show what and why. Although traditionally conservative, the marine
world is also traditionally international and this has not changed. The papers in
the book are by leading authors from all over the world and provide a detailed
snap-shot of the rapidly advancing state-of-the-art, together with pointers to the
future. The overall theme of MARSIM '96 and therefore also of this book is:
Vessel manouevrability and marine simulation research, training and
assessment, and includes original papers on topics such as bridge resource
management, distant learning and simulators coupled via The Internet, virtual
reality, neural networks, rudder-propeller hydrodynamics, prime mover models,
squat in shallow water, and many more.
Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
In Search of a Prophet is a fascinating journey through the spiritual life of Kahlil
Gibran, author of the bestselling book The Prophet. Capturing our imaginations
and enriching our spirits, Paul-Gordon Chandler explores this beloved writer and
artist, a mystic who sought to build bridges and tear down walls. In Search of a
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Prophet is not a traditional biography but a compelling spiritual journey through
Gibran’s writings, art, and the places he lived. From his birthplace village high in
the snowy mountains of Lebanon, Chandler leads us through his emigration to
Boston, art training in Paris, career in New York, and to the far-reaching places of
influence his writings and art have traveled. Delving into passages of some of
Gibran’s writings—both famous and less well known—Chandler breathes life into
this captivating poet artist who moved beyond religion to the core of universal
spirituality and was a unique blend of East and West. His voice is timeless,
appealing to heart and mind, faith and reason—a much-needed guide for our
times.
Open a door to the world of the After Cilmeri series! With chapters on historical
context, the Welsh language, characters, places in the books, and the writing
process, and including hundreds of photographs, maps, timelines, and family
trees, this guide highlights the characters, places, and worlds brought to life by
the series' first fifteen novels.
Our ears rang from the violent explosions while we watched our ship dying from
our heaving lifeboat. The S.S. John Witherspoon lay twisted and shuddering,
gasping for air as the great broken hull slowly slid under icy waters. Our home
and workplace, including all our possessions and familiar activities, was
disappearing. Born the son of an American diplomat and southern belle in 1919,
Richard Starrett grew up in foreign lands that were ripe with adventure. However,
confined to bed with a debilitating disease as a young boy, he could only dream
of becoming a hero like the characters he read about in books. Set against the
backdrop of World War II, Warrior from Adelaide follows Richard as he
undergoes a radical medical procedure to cure his malady. He faces pirates
outside of Hong Kong. He gains the acceptance of hardened shipmates as a
greenhorn. He encounters German U-boats amongst the icebergs of the Arctic
Ocean, and he courts the heart of a beautiful singer in New York City. In his
inspiring true story, Richard Starrett masterfully weaves a tale of adventure, war,
love, and overcoming the odds.
It is the summer of 1942 and what our historians have called the Incredible
Victory in the Battle of Midway has become a horrendous disaster in this world.
Two of America•s handful of carriers in the Pacific have blundered into a
Japanese submarine picket line and have been sunk, while a third is destroyed
the next day. The United States has only one carrier remaining in the Pacific
against nine Japanese, while the ragtag remnants of U.S. battleships _ an
armada still reeling from the defeat at Pearl Harbor _ are in even worse shape.
Now the Pacific belongs to the Japanese. And it doesn•t stop there, as Japan
has thrust her sword in to the hilt. Alaska is invaded. Hawaii is under blockade.
The Panama Canal is nearly plugged. Worst of all, the West Coast of America is
ripe for destruction as bombers of the Empire of the Sun bombard west coast
American cities at will. Despite these disasters, the U.S. begins to fight back.
Limited counterattacks are made and a grand plan is put forth to lure the
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Japanese into an ambush that could restore the balance in the Pacific and give
the forces of freedom a fighting chance once more. At the publisher's request,
this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Rising Sun:
_Conroy extrapolates a new and militarily plausible direction for WWII . . . A
thrilling adventure.Ó¾Booklist About Himmler•s War: _[Conroy] adds a personal
touch to alternate history by describing events through the eyes of fictional
characters serving on the front lines. VERDICT: Historical accuracy in the midst
of creative speculation makes this piece of alternate history believable.Ó_Library
Journal About Red Inferno: 1945 _An ensemble cast of fictional characters. . .
and historical figures powers the meticulously researched story line with diverse
accounts of the horrors of war, making this an appealing read for fans of history
and alternate history alike.Ó¾Publishers Weekly _[E]ngrossing and grimly
plausible. . .the suspense holds up literally to the last page.Ó¾Booklist About
1945: _ moving and thought-provoking . . .Ó¾Publishers Weekly _Realistic . .
.Ó¾Booklist About 1942: _. . .fans of Tom Clancy and Agent Jack Bauer should
find a lot to like here.Ó¾Publishers Weekly _A significant writer of alternate
history turns here to the popular topic of Pearl Harbor, producing. . . this rousing
historical action tale.Ó¾Booklist _A high-explosive what-if, with full-blooded
characters.Ó¾John Birmingham, bestselling author of Without Warning About
1901: _. . . cleverly conceived. . .Conroy tells a solid what-if
historical.Ó¾Publishers Weekly _. . . likely to please both military history and
alternative history buffs.Ó¾Booklist
One of the world's great mathematicians shows why math is the ultimate
timesaver—and how everyone can make their lives easier with a few simple
shortcuts. We are often told that hard work is the key to success. But success
isn’t about hard work – it’s about shortcuts. Shortcuts allow us to solve one
problem quickly so that we can tackle an even bigger one. They make us capable
of doing great things. And according to Marcus du Sautoy, math is the very art of
the shortcut. Thinking Better is a celebration of how math lets us do more with
less. Du Sautoy explores how diagramming revolutionized therapy, why calculus
is the greatest shortcut ever invented, whether you must really practice for ten
thousand hours to become a concert violinist, and why shortcuts give us an
advantage over even the most powerful AI. Throughout, we meet artists,
scientists, and entrepreneurs who use mathematical shortcuts to change the
world. Delightful, illuminating, and above all practical, Thinking Better is for
anyone who has wondered why you should waste time climbing the mountain
when you could go around it much faster.
Author and subject index to a selected list of periodicals not included in the
Readers' guide, and to composite books.
In this original investment book, the author provides a blend of topics combining
the tools taught in finance classes with the practical experience of someone with
three decades of investment success. The author covers several topics including
the arithmetic of stock valuation and how to use same to develop rational
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expectations. Accounting issues are addressed since financial statements are not
always what they seem. Financial history is presented since it consistently
repeats itself and those who have some knowledge have a marked advantage.
The author then devotes several chapters on what to look for when pulling
together the story behind various investment choices and how to link disparate
information to successfully find stocks that appreciate. To help in this process,
the book spends time covering economics in ways that normal people can
understand and provides useful analytical models for the average investor. The
book concludes with emphasis on technical analysis, pointing out that it is based
on solid micro-economic principles that allow one to cut through the information
clutter to discern what is really going on before researching individual stocks.
Altogether this is an interesting and different book on the subject that can greatly
improve performance for most investors.
The Fifth Edition of INQUIRY INTO PHYSICS maintains the perfect balance of
quantitative and conceptual content by carefully incorporating problem solving
into a discernible conceptual framework. The text integrates simple mathematics
so students can see the practicality of physics and have a means of testing
scientific validity. Throughout the text, Ostdiek and Bord emphasize the
relevance of physics in our daily lives. This text is committed to a concept- and
inquiry-based style of learning, as evidenced in the ExploreItYourself boxes,
concept-based flow-charts in the chapter openers, and Learning Checks.
Students will also find applied examples throughout the text, such as metal
detectors, Fresnel lenses, kaleidoscopes, and smoke detectors. The text also
periodically reviews the historical development of physics, which is particularly
relevant as context for non-science majors.
As Earth's faster-than-light spaceship hung in the void between galaxies, Arcot,
Wade, Morey and Fuller could see below them, like a vast shining horizon, the
mass of stars that formed their own island universe. Morey worked a moment
with his slide rule, then said, "We made good time! Twenty-nine light years in ten
seconds! Yet you had it on at only half power...."
Commodore Arthur Laner and the crew of Peregrine have driven the remnants of
the Ja-jee invasion fleet from the Brasilia star system, but it has been a pyrrhic
victory. The missile carrier fleet and Swarm fleet are gone. Brasilia is smashed.
And the Ja-gee will be back, worse than ever before. Laner and Peregrine must
rescue survivors, establish a new base, make salvage into starships, and train
the battle groups that will carry the fight to the Ja-gee. That would have been too
much as it is. But unlocking the secrets of a captured Ja-gee juggernaught poses
more questions than it answers. Assassins wait around every corner. Nepotism
puts incompetent officers in critical posts. And the Ja-gee are making their own
preparations. Can Humanity survive, or is Laner just delaying the inevitable?
Windows on Teaching MathCases of Middle and Secondary
ClassroomsTeachers College Press
A Harvard-educated historian and advisor to the S.S. United States Conservancy
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documents the story of innovative ship designer William Francis Gibbs,
describing the breakthroughs that enabled him to craft high-performance ships of
unprecedented versatility. 50,000 first printing.
For men on destroyer-class warships during World War I and World War II,
battles were waged “against overwhelming odds from which survival could not be
expected.” Those were the words Lieutenant Commander Robert Copeland
calmly told his crew as their tiny, unarmored destroyer escort rushed toward
giant, armored Japanese battleships at the Battle off Samar on October 25, 1944.
This action-packed narrative history of destroyer-class ships brings readers
inside the half-inch-thick hulls to meet the men who fired the ships' guns,
torpedoes, hedgehogs, and depth charges. Nicknamed "tin cans" or
"greyhounds," destroyers were fast escort and attack ships that proved
indispensable to America's military victories. Beginning with destroyers' first
incarnation as torpedo boats in 1874 and ending with World War II, author Clint
Johnson shares the riveting stories of the Destroyer Men who fought from inside
a "tin can"—risking death by cannons, bombs, torpedoes, fire, and drowning. The
British invented destroyers, the Japanese improved them, and the Germans
failed miserably with them. It was the Americans who perfected destroyers as the
best fighting ship in two world wars. Tin Cans & Greyhounds compares the
designs of these countries with focus on the old, modified World War I
destroyers, and the new and numerous World War II destroyers of the United
States. Tin Cans & Greyhounds details how destroyers fought submarines,
escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen, downed aircraft, shelled beaches,
and attacked armored battleships and cruisers with nothing more than a half-inch
of steel separating their crews from the dark waves.
The book published by Advaita Ashrama, a publication house of Ramakrishna
Math, Belur Math, presents a broad canvas wherein the history, akin to
biography, of all the eleven ships which took Swami Vivekananda around the
seven seas during his two Western visits are threaded together with the
sequence of events in his life in between those voyages.
Harper's informs a diverse body of readers of cultural, business, political, literary
and scientific affairs.
My Mother’s Knee and Other Joints By John K. McInerney “My Mother’s Knee and
Other Joints” is a collection of musings, observations, rants, and insights of possible
wisdom. With many of the pieces reading as short stories, these pages are designed
not just to entertain, but also to provoke thought and growth. John K. McInerney’s
collection touches upon numerous topics with several engaging characters and
allegories. There is something within for everyone to connect with.
Put a wealth of information about Newbery award winners and honor books
(1922-2001) at your fingertips. You'll find detailed plot summaries, booktalks, updated
information about the winning titles and authors, suggestions for read-alikes, and ideas
for introducing the books to young readers.
A practical hands-on guide to improving the teaching of mathematics. Provides a
collection of cases that blend important mathematics content with the real complexities
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of school and classroom life.
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